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This is a stitch dating from the late 1800ʼs and is a variation on a variation.  Trellis Shell 
stitch pattern is a more open version of Shell Lace (which you can see next to the 
insertion in the photo above).  As I knit this stitch today I could also see its relation to 
leaf lace stitches as well as the well-known Print Oʼ The Wave (Estonian Twig Lace).

You have an option here.  The insertion can be knit on its own and seamed to the  first 
strip of squares.  However, this insertion pattern is written in such a way that it is knit 
directly onto the first strip of squares.  Please read through the pattern carefully before 
you begin and email me with any questions.  Look at the Seed edge of the first strip of 
squares:  notice how there are “knots” and a small length of yarn between the “knots”.  
Join the last stitch of the right side (RS) rows of the insertion to this length of yarn 
between the knots as though it were a stitch itself.  I pick this up as a “stitch” with my 
right hand needle just before I begin each wrong side (WS) row.

Cast on 21 stitches using the knit cast-on technique.  Work the first five rows as follows:
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Seed Row 1: (RS)  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last stitch, knit this stitch together with the 
picked up “stitch” from the edge of the first strip of squares as K2tog TBL (through the 
back loops).

Seed Row 2: (WS)  Pick up edge stitch from strip of squares, Seed 21 sts.

Seed Row 3: (RS)  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last stitch, knit this stitch together with 
picked up edge stitch as K2tog TBL.

Seed Row 4: (WS)  Pick up edge stitch from strip of squares, Seed 21 sts.

Seed Row 5: (RS)  K2tog, *K1, P1; repeat from * to last st, attach to edge st by K2tog 
TBL (20 stitches total in insertion).

INSERTION PATTERN -- attached to first strip of squares as you knit the insertion!

Row 1 AND ALL WS ROWS:  Pick up edge stitch from strip of squares, sl1 P-wise, P1, 
K1, P to last three stitches, K1, P2.

Row 2: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, K5, YO, K2tog, YO, K1, YO, K2, SSK), 
end: P1, yarn back between the ndls (yb), sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Row 4: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, K4, YO, K2tog, YO, K3, YO, K1, SSK), 
end: P1, yb, sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Row 6: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, K3, YO, K2tog, YO, K5, YO, SSK), 
end: P1, yb, sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Row 8: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, K2, YO, K1, YO, SSK, YO, K5, SSK), 
end: P1, yb, sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Row 10: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, K1, YO, K3, YO, SSK, YO, K4, SSK), 
end: P1, yb, sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Row 12: (RS)  sl1 K-wise, sl1 P-wise, P1, (K2tog, YO, K5, YO, SSK, YO, K3, SSK), end: 
P1, yb, sl1 P-wise, K2tog TBL.

Repeat Insertion Pattern Rows 1-12 until piece measures one inch less than the length 
of your first strip of square (or until all the edge stitches are joined up to but not 
including the last five Seed Stitch rows of the strip.  Follow the next 5 rows:

Row 1:  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last 2 sts, Kfb (knit into the front and back of the same 
stitch), K2tog TBL joining the last insertion stitch to an edge stitch. (21 insertion stitches)

Row 2:  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last stitch, K1.



Row 3:  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last stitch, K2tog TBL.

Row 4:  *K1, P1; repeat from * to last stitch, K1.

Row 5:  *K1, P1; repeat form * to last stitch, K2tog TBL.

Transfer live stitches to the stitch holder containing the stitches from the first strip of 
squares worked.  We will come back to these when we begin to work the outer edge 
around the circumference of this afghan.

This insertion on its own would make a beautiful afghan, or any number of other 
beautiful knit items.  I believe there is a Bernat afghan pattern from the 70ʼs using bulky 
yarn and US 13 needles with a crocheted edge out there somewhere.    It is my sincere 
hope you enjoy this knit.  Please email and send photos...it is a real thrill to see your 
work and share this journey with you!  

Loads of Love, Light and Laughter Always, Mary Ellen and Summit Yarn Studio


